Writing Liaison Committee - Minutes
Feb. 6, 2-3 p.m., Mod 104J

Attending: J. Dempsey, H. Bohler, C. Greenleaf, N. West, C. Kudlak, C. Seidel

Old Business:
• Dec. 12 minutes approved

New Business
• Discussion about the committee’s goals for the remainder of the year.
  • Our job is to initiate a campus-wide conversation about student writing and perhaps initiate more conversation about how disciplinary writing is being supported within departments.
  • Lots of departments have capstone or methods classes. but writing isn't explicitly taught
  • Issues with reading and grammar were also noted.
  • The committee determined that, based on our discussion, and participants experiences in the WAC reading group, that there continued to be a need for PD around “WAC fundamentals” (assignment design, scaffolding, effective response to writing, low-stakes writing, etc).
• Brainstorming strategies for initiating campus-wide discussion around writing.
• Discussion tabled due to time.